ABSOLUTE SMART - PLASTERBOARD AND PLASTER WALL

Product Specification
Aluminum trap door system factory equipped of door panel and push hinges. Model ERMETIKA ABSOLUTE SMART: pull only, left or right, single or double door, vertical shape, horizontal shape and tilt traps with friction levers. Aluminum frame 35x90 thick, fit for both plasterboard structures and brick walls. Mdf laminated panel with PVC edges, ready for painting.

Passage Opening ____________

TECHNICAL SHEET

System components:
- Push mechanism hinges
- Magnetic or mechanic push-pull
- Tilt levers
- Anchoring clamps (in plaster version)

Set up:
The system comes ready for fitting a plasterboard structure or brick wall, already set for sitting the frame in. It is mandatory to keep the system squared and fix it with appropriate tolerance in order to avoid vertical pressure, following accurately the technical instruction provided; after the system is set and plumb, put 12.5 mm plasterboard sheets on one side, using standard screws, or open the anchoring clamps (for brick walls) and cover them with mortar and sand as well as all the gaps between the frame and external structure. Once the system is installed, put plaster and level the flush with the wall side, using the net that protects against possible cracking of plasterwork, and plaster the internal side.

Door jambs and architraves:
None

Accessories:
- Reinforcement bar for H > 1500 mm
- Hinges with 155° opening
- Hinges with 90° opening
- Additional push pull
- Cylinder lock